
Ten steps and questions to consider when planning a Vision Statement

1. What is God through his Spirit saying to all of us?

 Are we on his agenda? Are we listening to his voice?

2. Who are we and what is important to us?

 Why us?
 What would be lost if we ceased to exist?
 If we closed our doors today, who would miss us?(I call this the Dorcas

Principle)Every group will need to understand what are the cultural assumptions that

reflect the true beliefs of their organization

3. Where in the world are we?

 This is the research question.
 The need for an environmental audit.
 What is going on in the world today?
 How might things be different in the next 10 years?
 How are we perceived on the outside?
 The need for an organizational audit.
 Every program, service and activity should be listed.
 How central is this activity to the church's mission and vision?
 Every ministry, staff person, and leadership position of the church is reviewed in

terms of its/their contribution to the vision and values of the church.

4. Where do we want to be?

 This is a scenario phase where a vision is dreamed, drafted and debated.

5. What can we do?

 At this stage, after the creation and organizational ownership of the scenario or
vision, the leadership team should take over and translate that vision into an
organizational plan for the next five years.

6. How Should We Do It?

 At this point the team will need to strategize, have action plans and consider the
order of priority for implementation.

 Goals need to be defined



7. When Will We Do It?

 Timing is critical-consider moods and calendar.
 Goals must be realistic and achievable.

8. Who Will Do It?

 Delegation
 Most plans fail precisely at this point.
 We do not have a working plan until each objective has been owned by someone

who accepts responsibility to see that is initiated and completed.
 Shared vision must become owned actions.

9. How Are We Doing?

 Accountability
 This is the feedback loop that tells us whether or not the actions we have taken are

in fact moving us toward our vision.

10. Was God Pleased?

 Are we fulfilling the mission to which God has called us?
 Are we doing it in a manner that reflects our value commitments before God?
 Has our living out of our vision pointed people to God?
 This becomes an important time to listen to God (just as we should have been

doing all along) and to see what God is doing in our midst and to allow our vision
to be modified, re-shaped, or be re-affirmed as we listen to His Spirit’s leading.
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